Automatic Bale Wrapper
Agronic 1022 / 1025
The Agronic 1022/1025 wrappers are designed for long-term
use.
All joints are greasable, and slide bearings feature replaceable
bushings.
Hydraulic motors are sourced from OMR and have a long
lifespan.
Hydraulic oil is supplied only as required for operation, so it
does not excessively heat the oil from the tractor's hydraulic
system.

AGRONIC 1022
Bale loading height is low, and transport of 2 bales, while
wrapping one, means that these are some of the most
efficient wrappers on the market. Wrapper control is done
by an in-cabin CANBUS system designed and
manufactured in Finland.
Wrapping functions are completely automatic, with the
operator only giving the command to pick-up and
drop-off bales. CANBUS system features:
- Bale memory for up to 50 individual clients.
- Operating modes and information displayed on
the screen at all times.
Thanks to the security of the operating
system, the machine can not be operated
incorrectly and allows efficiency in
operation.
Standard equipment includes:
2x 750mm film stretchers
Hydraulic film tensioners and scissors.
Extensive optional accessories according
to the requirements:
Fenders, road light, and spare film roll
magazine.
Bale turner is available, for left or right
turning.

Loading works automatically:
When the bale is ready for loading on the
wrapping table, the driver presses the
actuator button on the control panel, and the
bale drops the chamber into the path of the
loading forks.
In this case, the bale wrapper is activated by
pressure against the loading arm switch. The
incoming bale is loaded on to the table, and
the automatic wrapping cycle begins.
During the cycle, the bale is wrapped set the
pre-programmed number of film layers.
The film is then automatically cut at the end
of the cycle.
After this, the driver can either drop a bale or
load for second bale for transport.
Also, the loading and wrapping of a second
bale is easy, by pressing the LOADING
button to the CANBUS control will manage
the automatic cycle.
With bale drop-off, the optional bale turner
will leave the bale gently to the left or right of
the machine path.
The control system automatically manages all
wrapper functions.

Technical Specifications:

1022.2

1025.2

Film Stretchers
Length
Width
Height
Weight
Bale Size
Max.Bale Weight
Drop-off Height
Pre-Tensioners
Oil Flow Requirement

Two
4200 mm
2700 mm
2500 mm
1150 kg
120-140 cm
1300 kg

Two
4200 mm
2700 mm
2650 mm
1300kg.
120-155 cm
1500 kg

Standard Equipment

- 750/500 mm film stretchers
- 26x12.00-12 tires, bogie axle
- Hydraulic drawbar
- CAN-BUS -controls Finnish Manufacture

Optional Acessories

- Load-Sensing hydraulics
- Bale turner left/right
- Spare film roll magazine
- Fenders
- Traffic lights
- Universal baler mounting kit

25 cm.
70%
15-35 l/min
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